28th July 2008

To Whom It May Concern
I have known Victor Kline both personally and professionally for the past five years.
Victor is not only a skilled and talented director but is also a professional actor and scriptwriter, and
during this time I have worked with Victor in all these capacities.
Working as an actress under Victor’s direction is a wonderful experience. His artistic sensitivity and
attention to detail when communicating with his cast, are second to none. Victor’s sense of the big
picture when approaching the execution of a text allows him to guide you through the rehearsal process
with both a sense of creative freedom and a security that you are on the right track. Victor’s graceful
intelligence and innate sense of physical design inform every direction and decision he makes. He is
particularly gifted in resolving points of artistic dispute; be it a conflict in script interpretation or a
simple blocking dilemma.
As an audience member, I have attended many theatrical productions that Victor has been involved
with. In my experience Victor’s directorial works are moving, enjoyable, entertaining and thought
provoking. His creative vision illuminates the stage, bearing the hallmarks of originality and finesse
that defines all of Victor’s work.
I have also had the pleasure of working opposite Victor as an actor on the same stage and currently
represent Victor as his theatrical agent. In these capacities, I have found Victor to be the epitome of
professionalism. He is reliable, trustworthy, polite and hard working, and always displays the utmost
of respect for his colleagues within the performing arts industry.
In my opinion, Victor embodies all the qualities of a truly gifted director whose work will continue to
go from strength to strength with every project he lays his hand to.
Yours sincerely,

Bronwen Gault
Senior Agent and Creative Director
On Set Talent

